
RRIPO ROLE MODEL AWARDS 
Presented at Assembly: 7 May 2021 

Gr First +S Value Reason for Award 

PC Noah D Responsibility  For being a bucket filler and following the school values. Keep up the great work Noah! 

PC Edoardo P Pride  For taking pride in his work and always presenting his work neatly. Amazing work Edoardo! 

PP Yirou P Respect For being kind, caring and friendly to everyone in our class. You are a delight Yirou! 

PP Laylah E Optimism For your positivity, excitement and energy you bring to our class, we love you Laylah! 

PS Mason B Responsibility For always being the first to offer help to teachers and classmates. Amazing work Mason! 

PS Amelia B Optimism For approaching each activity with a big smile. Thank you Amelia! 

PU Nicholas V Optimism For always having a “can do” attitude towards every learning task. Congratulations Nicholas! 

PU Zachariah C Responsibility For always demonstrating honesty in the classroom. Keep up the great work Zachariah :) 

1C Willow B Integrity For always being honest and owning up to mistakes. Keep it up Willow! 

1C Aiden W Optimism For always trying his best and having a positive attitude. Amazing work Aiden! 

1D Yuna K Pride For taking pride in her work and making sure it is always presented neatly. Well done, Yuna! 

1D Yadhav B Optimism For always bringing a positive and enthusiastic attitude to our classroom. Keep it up Yadhav! 

1M Bardia K Responsibility For your wonderful effort reading your book to the class.  Awesome job Bardia! 

1M Himanshee P Responsibility  For the confidence and maturity you showed during your outstanding book talk presentation. Well done Nishi! 

1S Aaron F Respect For starting off Term 2 with a great attitude, by showing respect to all his teachers and classmates. Keep up the great work Aaron! 

1S Lola M Pride For taking her time to present her work neatly and to the best of her ability. Well done, Lola! 

1Y Levin E Optimism For having a positive attitude and always giving everything a go. Congratulations on trying your best at all times Levin! 

1Y Antonia-Marie E Respect For thinking of others and helping out her classmates when needed. Keep up the fantastic attitude Toni! 

2C Dylan A Responsibility  For having a super attitude towards all his school work! 

2C Lewis M Pride For believing in himself and always doing his best! 

2D Kaiden M Responsibility For a great start to Term 2, showing he can make responsible choices to benefit his learning opportunities. Keep it up, Kaiden! 

2D Chloe A Respect For being a respectful learner and classmate in 2D that helps others to focus on their learning. Well done Chloe! 

2G Shyla A Respect For always being respectful when interacting with peers and teachers.  

2G Mahit D Respect For always being respectful when interacting with peers and teachers.  

2N Radin T Responsibility For listening carefully to instructions and trying his best to work independently. Amazing effort! 

2N Andreas I Responsibility For the hard work he is putting into his reading at home and at school. Incredible effort! 

3B Charli A Optimism Well done on your persistence and hard work in your sessions with Mrs Barry. 

3B Coco V Responsibility Thank you for helping Mrs Boucher settle into the classroom routines and expectations. 
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3F George N Optimism For his positive attitude to learning and always trying his best. Well done! 

3F Simon T Optimism For his terrific work in Maths solving problems, and his willingness to help others.  

3G Mamie J Integrity For demonstrating honesty at all times. 

3G Daniel K Responsibility For regularly completing assigned homework tasks. 

3M Mariana A Responsibility For taking a great interest in our classroom discussions and enthusiastically participating in all learning. 

3M Ian Y Optimism For always being willing to share his ideas, work and jokes with the class and coming to school with a smile every day. 

4E Tyler H Pride For taking his time in his home learning and school tasks to complete tasks to a high standard. 

4E Ayla H Respect For always showing manners to her peers and teachers at all times. 

4K Daniel K Respect Approaching classwork with a positive attitude to ensure he and his classmates make the most of the task.  

4K Rhodes W  Integrity Trying his best to complete his classwork to a high standard.  

4TF Lilian S Responsibility For working really hard during our maths problem solving tasks and offering wonderful support to her peers.  

4TF Ajax M Pride For settling in so well to Term 2 and being super friendly and cheerful with everyone! Keep smiling Ajax. 

5E Avni G Responsibility For always making excellent choices when it comes to her learning. 

5E Angus G Respect For always treating his teachers and peers with kindness and respect. 

5P Eva P Optimism For overcoming obstacles with such a positive mindset. I am so proud of you Eva! 

5P Mia D Responsibility For being such a reliable student that is happy to help her friends and teachers. Love your work Mia! 

6A Jamie G Pride For representing the school well with a dashing performance on the wing in interschool football. Well done Jamie! 

6A Rori D Responsibility For taking responsibility of her learning during mathematics sessions. Well done Rori! 

6I Leo M Pride For taking care in his work and presenting it with pride and effort. Keep up the great work Leo! 

6I Zara M Pride For a fantastic effort in all of her writing tasks, particularly her descriptive writing. Great work Zara! 

6K Lachie A Pride For giving it his all and representing TPPS with pride at the SSV district football trials. 

6K Marli W Responsibility For always trying her best and making responsible choices in the classroom.  Keep it up Marli! 

Mandarin Sara H - 6I Responsibility  For her effort in completing a learning task outside school. 

Perform.Art Brax B - 2C Optimism For persisting and maintaining a “can-do” attitude whenever a task is challenging. Well done, Brax! 

PE Armin A - 6A Integrity Displaying integrity and honesty during P.E games by helping others who may be hurt and displaying/encouraging fair play. Well done! 

STEM Reuben S - 1M Responsibility  For consistently making good choices and working hard in the Discovery Room. 

Visual Arts Oscar B 1M Responsibility For acting responsibly and helping two other students avoid a disagreement in Art 

 


